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Tbe meeting vas called to order at 10.40 a.m.

AGBNDA I~EMS 49 ~O 65, 68 AND 142; AND 67 AND 69 (coptinued)

GENERAL DEBA~E ON ALL DISARMAMENT AND INTBRNA~IONAL SECURITY IT~

Mr. ALLAGANX (Saudi Arabia) (interpretation from Arabic): In the

name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

Mr. Chai~an, my delegation is pleased to offer since~e congratulations

to you on your election to the chairmanship of the First Committee of the

General Assembly. We are confident that, given your outstanding experience,

your well-known sagacity and diplomatic skills, the deliberations of this

Committee will lead to fruitful results. Our congratulations also go to other

Officers of the Committee for their election to their respective posts.

The world today is in the grip of successive rapid changes at all levels,

and the new world order is ~nderqoing major transformations both in its

foundations and its orientations in an unprecedented manner that has not been

witnessed since the Second World War. In this context, the United Nations, in

the work of the First Committee, has undertaken and continues to perform very

important work in promoting in~ernationa1 peace and security and effectively

contributing to crystallizing collective positions that may achieve rational

results that would reflect positively on the attainment of the noble goals

enshrined in the United Nations Charter, in the context of the successive

developments now taking place on the international arena.

In its statement in thl General Assembly plenary meeting last month, my

delegation set out its opti'llistic vision and voiced its deep faith in tbe

elaboration of a new world order anchored in the principles of the United

Nations Charter, the tenets of international law and the renunciation of the

use or thre~t of use of force in the settlement of 6isputes. ~iven this

Organization's effective role in consolidating internationa1 peace and
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(Mr. Allagagy, Saudi Arabia)

I
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security, replacing war and devastation with cooperation between nations and

peoples, furthering development, protecting the dignity of man and upholding

I

i

I
human rights, my country has welcomed the Secretary-General's proposals aimed

..t enhancing the role of the Organization and increasing its effectiveness.

His "Agenda for Peace" deserves special attention and profo'llI1d objective

analysis and study. The aim is to arrive at a formula that would enable the

United Nations to play the role it was founded ~o perform, in response to the

aspirations of its membership.

In this contezt, my delegation should like to underscore the nec6ssity of

strengthening the United Nations relations witn regional organizations, in the

interests of p£3ce, security and stability in the world's regions. For

example, I should like to refer to the constructive role that has been played

and continues to be played by the Gulf Cooperation CouDcil of the Arab States

(GCC) in consolidating security in the region and in facing up to the

cballenges that face it.

Notwithstanding the aspersions that have been cast from time to time upon

the performance of the Council, over the years it has demonstrated its

resilience and its resolve to withstand and overcome the crises that have

faced the region. The Gulf Cp3peration Council reflects the collective will

need for our region•

peace and security in the region and draws its strength from a belief in the

•ltUin_:.,.

serves to fulfil their aspirations. The Council also represents a pillar of

of the Gulf peoples and th~ solid foundation of their interrelationships and

common destiny of all its members and the inevitability of cooperation,

independence and brotherliness in working towards the peace that is a vital
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(Mr. AllWa»y, Saudi Arabia)

Tbe sensitive Gulf region has sufferdd during the past decade and the

current one from very painful circumstances that took the shape of two w&rs.

rhe adve~se impact of the first. the Iraq-Iran War. went beyond the boundaries

of the two parties involved in the fighting to affect some of the major

concepts of security and stability in the regiou. The second was the war

caused by the Iraqi regime when it occupied the State of Kuwait. posing a

threat to the peace. sovereignty and security of the countries of the region;

this conflict has also had significant adverse implications for the entire

region. rhe important lesson to be drawn from the Kuwait crisis - that the

major threat to the peace of the Gulf vas regio~a1 rather than international -

highlights the need for Member States to observe and respect international

instruments. the principle. of international lav and the renunciation of force

in the conduct of good-neighbour relations.
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(Mr. AllagUY. Saudi Arabia)

Recent events have shown that the security of the Gulf is a matter of

vital importance to the international community as a whole and that that

community does not waver when it comes to protecting its interests from

threats posed by rogional conditions. Therefore, ~nything that takes place in

tae Gulf region cannot take place in isolation from international political

interaction and internatio~al considerations, especially under a new world

order that is evolving in place of the former world order that has been in

place since the Second World War. As a matter of fact, the pang3 of birth of

that Dew world ·~rder continue to cause a number of political, ethnic and

factional upheavals and catastrophes in many parts of the world.

In the light of the recent events in the Gulf. that stemmed from the

international community's determination to protect the peoples of the region

by way of containing the results of the Iraqi regime's policies, the apparent

r
!
I

I,
f

determination of the Islamic Republic of Iran to extend its dominion over.

Abu Mousa and other Arab islands in the Gulf, regardless of existing

agreements and the repeated declarations that Iran has no expansionist deaigns

that may constitute any threat to its "brothers" in the Gulf and that Iran's

only wish is to spare the Gulf the dangers of foreign intervention does not

serve the region's interests and does not promote the development of Iran's

Gul£ relations.

We hope that Iran will play a constructive role that will enable the

peoples of the region to live in peace, security and prosperity and spare the

region the effects of any action that may bring to mind the spect~e of

expansionist policies that have dogmatic, ethnic and political overtones and

that run counter to the spirit of the new era and the thrust of the Gulf

States' endeavours to consolidate peace and security in the region.

_________ c ~____'____ __'____ ___ I
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(Mr. Allagany, Saudi Arabia)

The Eingdom of Saudi Arabia has done and is still doing its best to spare

the region the ravages of war and upheaval. It is no secret that my

Government pursues a clear policy that emanates from its deep belief in the

need to spare the region the banes of any regional or international conflict.

It is common knowledge that Saudi Arabia has never been an advocate of war or

a source of threat or aggression against any other State, and that we reject

the logic of force in international relations.

Given Saudi Arabia's peace-loving policy, the Kingdom has acceded to and

observed the provisions of the non-proliferation Treaty and has incessantly

urged the international community to renounce the use of chemical,

bacteriological and all ,reapons of mass destruction.

It is fear and the feeling that they are threatened that prompts nations

and peoples to acquire armaments and to form alliances to fend off the greed

and feuds of their adversaries, who might pose a threat to their sovereignty,

territorial integrity, independence and vital interests. Therefore, justice

requir~s that we concede that States have a legitimate right to resort to the

means whereby ~ey can guarantee their security and survival as States and

I

j

prote~t the lives and interests of their peoples in line with the provi~ions

of the United Nations Charter. This has become an established principle in

international relations and has been enshrined in treaties, conventions and

practices c~ncluded under and approved by international law.

Contrary to that principle, the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina is

such that the people of Bos~ia and Rerzegovina have been made the victims of

blatant aggression that threatens their very survival as a people and as a

State even though that State is a Member of the United Nations. This

aggression takes the form of mass murder, destruction, displacement and
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"ethnic cleansinq". Such practices are a blot on the face of humanity.

especially in the liqht Qf the failure of all international effort~ to brinq

peace to that tortured land. stop the killinq and curb the agqressor that

stops at nothinq. Every bruta! means at hand is beinq used to subjuqate and

terrorize the peaceful people of Bosnia and He~zeqovina. who seek only respect

for their rights and sovereiqnty ~or their State, just like any other State

Member of the United Nations.

It is our hope. as we stand at the threshold of a new era. and qiven the

current international developmeDts. that the onqoinq peace talks between the

Arab States aDd Israel will produce a glimmer of hope that may point at the

achievement of a comprehensive and aurable peace for the entire reqion and a

just solution to the question of Palestine. The success of the peace process

clearly depends on Israel's genuine commitment to implement the resolutions of

the international community and withdra¥ from all the occupied Arab

territories. especially the Holy ~ity of Al-Quda. which Muslims will never

give up. no matter how long it may take.

Security of nations cannot be achieved by war. devastation ana strife.

More than ever before international cooperation is essential in today's world

and this cooperation must arise from qenuine good will because peace can never

be achieved if hidden intentions are at work and are mach more potent than any

declared position.

Security is the product of confidence. confidence is the product of

solidarity. and solidarity is the product of credibility. Without these

postulates. no international peace or security will be possible and no

solidarity will be achieved. It is our common responsibility a~ peoples and

nations to shoulder the bu~den of building our future by avoldinCj the mistakes

of the past. adopting a pragmatic. realistic and rational outlook, in dealing

"'
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(Mr. Allagany. Saudi Arabia)

with the issues facing the world today, in a manner that is free from

chauvinism and hegemonism, with a view to ensuring fraternity, confidence,

trust and understanding through adherence to international instruments and the

principles and common goals of the international community within constructive

frameworks that serve the interests of mankind. justice and international

legality.
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Mr. HQU Zhitong (China) (interpretation from Chinese): At the

outset please allow me to express on behalf of t~e Chinese delegation wa~rn

congratulations to you, Sir, on your election as Chairman of the First

Committee of the current sessioll of the General Assembly. ! also wish to

congratulate the other officers of the Committee on their p.lection. I am

I
I .
1.-..;

confident that given you:, outstanding ability and rich diplomatic experience,.

you, Sir, will guide this Committee to success in its work. Meanwhile I

should like to thank the previous Chairman of the Committee, Ambassador

Mroziewicz of Poland, fer his contribution.

Since thQ last session of the United Nations General Assembly major

events have occurred one after another in international relations and the

world situatjon has undergone profound changes. The in~ernation~l commt\Dity

has finally rid itself of the old world pattern characterized by the

confrontation between the East and West military blocs. The world, developing

in the direction of multipolarity, has embarked on a new historical pha380

Peace and development are still the present-day world's two main subjects of

interest.

However, world peace and tranquillity, which the international community

avidly longs for, have not automatically descended followi~g the demise of the

cold war. Owing to serious imbalances of forces in the world, contradictions

concealed in the past have intensified and the North-South disparities have

become more prominent. In addition, old and new contentions and eisputes

interweave with one another. All these make the world still more turbulent

and volatile and have given rise to fierce armed conflicts. ~he existence of

hegemonism and power politics is still the principal obstacle to the

resolution of questions of peace, security and development.

j
r
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(Mr. Hoy Zhitong. China)

Faced with a complicated and turbulent international situation, the

people of the world even more urgently demand the dismantling of the old

unequal world order and more dtrongly call for the establishment of a new

world order. A peaceful, stable, just and rational new world order, including

an equal and mutually beneficial new world economic order, should be built

upon the principles of mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial

integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each other's internal

affairs, equality and mutual benefit and peaceful coexistence. Only in this

way can countries in the world pursue common development in an international

environment of enduring peace and security. We firmly believe that as the

world develops in the direction of multipolarity, such a new international

order will ultimately be established.

With the changes in the world structure, some progress has been made in

the field of arms control and disarmament. The United States and the Russian

Federation have ratified their Treaty on the Reduction and Limitation of

Strategic Offensive Arms (START Treaty) and reached an understanding on

further reducing their strategic nuclear arsenals. Not long ago, the United

States announced that it would withdraw tactical nuclear weapons from

overseas, and the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) began to

be implemented. The international community welcomes these positive

developments and hopes that the parties concerned will faithfully implement

the agreements and understandings they have reached. In the meantime people

have also realized that there is still a long way to go in disarmament, and

even after the above steps of arms reduction are completed, the reality will

remain unchenged that the two military Powers possess the largest and most

advanced nuclear arsenals, sophisticated weaponry and the capability for

developing space weapons. Therefore, they still have special responsibility
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for disarmament. The international community urges them to further

Secondly, all other nuclea~-weaponStates should support, as China has

First, all nuclear-weapon States should follow China's lead in making the

Complete prohibition on and thorough destruct~on of nuclear weapons is

Thirdly, all the ~ountries that have space capabilities should observe

drastically reduce their nuclear arsenals, destroy the nuclear warheads that

this regard.

have IJeen cut, halt the upgrading, production and deployment of nuclear

commitment not to be the first to use nuclear weapons, and unconditionally not

done, the proposal for establishing nuclear-weapon-free ~ones, should respect

the status of such ~ones that already exist, and undertake corresponding

nuclear-weapon-free zones. An international agreement should be reached in

abroad to withdraw all these weapons immediately.

transitional measures now. In this regard, China is ready to put forward the

to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States or

weapons and stop developing space weapons.

research, testing, production and deployment of sp,,"ce weapons, and .shouldnot

what the Chinese Governmenl has consistently $tood for, and is the urgent

following proposals.

aspiration and fundamental objective of the international community as well.

obligations. We also urge the cOlUltries that have deployed nuclear weapons

In order to achieve this ultimate goal, it is necessary to take some

the principle of the peaceful use of outer 6pace, should immediately stop the

introduce weapon systems into outer space.

As a nuclear-weapon State, China h~s unilaterally and unconditionally. .

assumed corresponding obligations in these important areas and made its own

contributions. We hope that the other nuclellr-weapon States w11l do likewise.
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(Mr. Hou Zhitong p China)

Proceeding from its principled position for a complete prohibition on and

thorough destruction of nuclear weapons, the Chinese Government has

consistently supported and participated in the international community's

efforts to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. Out of its support

for the purposes and objectives of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

Nuclear Weapons and taking into consideration the aspirations of

non-nuclear-weapon States, China officially acceded to the Treaty last March.

The non-proliferation Treaty is one of the most universally accepted

international instruments in the field of arms control. Although not free

from defects and inadequacies, it plays a positive role in preventing the

proliferation of nuclear weapons. A conference of the parties to the Treaty

will be held in 1995. We are ready to take part in the work of its

preparatory committee with a constructive attitude.

We believe that in order to increase the universality of the

non-proliferation Treaty and strike a balance between the rights and

obligations of its States parties, it is of the utmost importance for the

major nuclear-weapon Powers to accelerate the process of nuclear disarmament

and abandon the policy of nuclear deterrence; for all nuclear-weapon States
to provide security assurances to no~ nuclear States and unconditionally

undertake the obligatio~ not to be the first to use nuclear weapons; for

States with a nuclear industry capability to promote actively international

cooperation in the peaceful uses of n~clear energy to the benefit of the

economic and social development of various countries, especially developing

countries; and for the international non-proliferation regime to be

strengthened with the full participation of non-nilcJ,ear-weapon States.
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(Hr. Iou Zhitopg. ChinA)

China has always supported the demands for establishing

nuclear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace made by relevant countries in

various regions on the basis of voluntary consultations. In the meantime, we

have ~dvocated all along that the nuclea~-weaponStates should respect the

status of nuclear-weapon-free zones and assume corresponding obligations.

This is an effective measure, conducive to the security and stability of

various regions and to the promotio~ of nuclear disa~ament. On the basis of

that principled position, C~ina has signed and ratified the relevtint

additional Protocols t~ the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in

Latin America and the Caribbean ana the South Pacific Nuclear.Free Zone

Treaty, and we support the proposals for establishing nuclear-weapon-free .

zones in Africa, the Middle East, South Asia and the Korean peninsula.

At this point I wish to state that the Government of China supports the

efforts of the special Conference held recently by the States parties to the

Tre~ty of Tlatelolco for improving the Treaty's ~iversality and effectiveness

and reaffirms the obligations China has undertaken in relation to the Treaty.

Meanwhile we appreciate the recent ratification by France of Additional

Protocol I to the Tresty.

After many years of negotiations at the Conference on Disarmament, an

international convention has finally been concluded on the complete

prohibition and thorough destruction of chemical weapons, thereby laying dOwn

an international legal basis for eliminating globally this entire category of

weapons of mass destruction. As a non-chemical-weapon Stateth~t has b~~~

deeply victimized in the past by foreign chemicalveapons, China has

consistently stood for the I:omplete prohibition and thoroughdestruct!on of

all chemical weapons and th! production facilities thereof. By attaching
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(Mr, Bou Zhitonq, China)

great importance to and tak~ng an active part in the negotiations on the

chemical-weapons Convention, we have made our own contributions.

Although the present draft Convention still suffers from certain defects,
inadequacies and imbalanced contents, we believe that its purposes and
objectives, namely the complete prohibition and thorough destruction of

chemical weapon~, should enjoy the broad approval and support of the

international community. Therefore, China joined the consensus on the draft
Convention at the Conference on Disarmament and agreed that the draft

Convention be submitted to ~he General Assembly at its current session for
deliberation. In the meantime, 1n its statement of positions, China also

expressed its concerns and reservations over the defects of the draft

Convention, as well as its hope that these defects will be resolved

appropriately. In China's view, complete achievement of the basic objectives
of the draft Convention and the realization of a chemical-weapon-free world
will undoubtedly be of positive significance to maintaining international
peace and security.

Disarmament and arms control directly concern every country's rights and
interests as well as international peace and security. Therefore, all the

countries of the world, big or small, strong or weak, have the right to

participate on an equal footing in the discussions and settlement of such
issues, ratber than let them be monopolized or manipulated by a few big

Powers. In order to enhance international peace and s~curity and to promote
the disarmament process, hegemony and power politics must be completely

removed from international relations, and all States should strictly observe
the United Nations Charter and other norms of international relations so as to
ensure full respect for every country's sovereignty, independence, territorial
integrity and security.
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We oppose the attempt of any country to interfere in and obstruct normal

cooperation between sovereign S~ates under the pretext of preventing arms .

proliferation. We strongly reject the blatant violation of the United ~~tions

Charter, of other norms of international relations and even of one's own

commitment to international agreement through gross interference, by means ot

arms transfers, in another country's internal affairs. Such a practice of

double atandards and breach of faith in the field of arms control is typical

of hegemony and power politics and is detrimental to international peace,

security and stability.

The Asian and Pacific region is relatively stable politically and is

undergoing sustained economic development. As an Asia-Pacific count~y, Ch~n~

attaches great importance to maintaining security and stability in the region

and to developing friendly relations with neighbouring countries. To these

ends, we have made unremitting efforts. China has consistently pursued an

independent foreign policy of peace, with safeguarding national independence

and sovereignty and promoting world peace and development as its basic

objectives. China does not seek hegemony or any sphere of influence, nor does

it seek to establish mIlitary bases abroad. Neither do we station a single

soldier overseas, or pose a threat to any other country. China is a firm

force for peace and security in the Asia-Pacific region and in the world at

large.

With a view ~o promoting general and complete disarmament and security ~n

the Asia-Pacific region, China holds the following views.

First, in developing relations with o~e another, Asia-Pacific countries

should strictly abide by the ,ited Natio~s Charter and the Five Principles of

Peaceful Coexistence, should respect each other, treat each other with

sincerity, cooperate with o:oe another on an equal footing and live in amity.

,
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Secondly, no Asia-Pacific country should seek regional or ~ubregional

hegemony or establish a sphere of influence, set up or participate in a

military bloc directed against othar countries, build military bases on

foreign soil, or station its troops abroad. Nor should it infringe the

sovereignty and territorial integrity or interfere in the internal affairs of

other countries under whatever pretezt.

Thirdly, all of the Asia-Pacific countries should commit themselves to

developing good-neighbourly and friendly relations. They should settle

territorial and border disputes as well as other problems left over from the

past th~ough peaceful consultations instead of resorting to force or the

threat of the use of force. In that regard, peaceful negotiations may be

conducted when conditions are ripe; otherwise, a dispute or problem may be

shelved until conditions become ripe.

Fourthly, none of the Asia-Pacific countries should engage in an arms

race in any form. The defence capabilities of each country should be kept at

a level commensurate with its legitimate defence needs.

In our view, in order to promote peace, security and stability in the

Asia-Pacific region, efforts should be made first of all at the bilateral

level to promote dialogue and take action so as to increase trust, reduce

tensions, settle disputes and enhance security, thus leading step by step to

the establishment and development of a suitable mechanism of dialogue for

regional and subregional security. We are willing to work together with the

relevant countries to further improve the environment of peace and security in

the Asia-Pacific region.

The task facing the First Committee at the current session of the United

Nations General Assembly is both important and arduous. Here, I should like
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t~ assure you that the Chinese delegation, with a positive and constructive

attitude, will closely cooperate with you and other delegations in the

consideration of our agenda items and make ita own contribution to tbe success

of the work of the First Committee and to further progress in the field of

security and disarmament.
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Mt. PISlOVNOV (Russian Federation) (interpretation from Russian):

First of all, I should like to join those who have congratulated you, Sir, on

your election as Chairman of the First Committee and to express my best wishes

to the other officers of the Committee. I am confident that under your able

1eader.hip, Mr. Chairman, our work will be conducted in a constructive spirit

and will achieve significant results. For my part, I wish to assure you of

the total support of the Russian delegation.

The forty-sev.enth session of the General Assembly is beinq held in the

context of radical changes in all aspects of the life of the world community.

In the.e circumstances Russia sees the role of the United Nations as being

primarily that of dealinq effectively with the existing and new challenges to

the world and ~erving as the main driving force for the development of qlobal

cooperation and security. Today the common task for all of us is not only to

secure what we have achieved but also to move forward along the road of

further improving the system for keepinq the peace and maintaining stability

on the basis of the Charter of the United Nations.

The present renaissance of the United Nations necessitates new approaches

to deliberations on many agenda items, inclUding those that relate to

questions of international security. Those questions must be given new

content reflecting the realities of a post-confrontation world. Accordingly,

the Russian deleqation believes that attention should be given to the

substance of decisions taken by the General Ascembly, in particular that of

decisions on the &qenda item "Review of the implementation of the Declaration

on the Strenqthening of International Security".

My deleqation envisage& a concise yet comprehensive resolution containinq

concrete ideas on means of enhancinq the peace-keeping capabilities of the
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United Nations and of its main organs and ensuring stability and

predictability in international relations. Such an approach would enable us

to build a more pragmatic base for deliberations on security issues and would

give additional impetus to the efforts of the United Nations to secure lasting

security for all.

The efforts of the United Nations over the past year in the arfta of

conflict and crisis settlement have brought tangible results. The

Organization has acted more assiduously and sweepingly than ever before aQd

has aroused great expectations fer the resolution of conflicts and economic,

social. environmental and hwmanitarian problems.

In addition. we have new hope regarding the implementation of the

proposals contained in the Secretary-General's report "An Agenda for Pe.ace"

(A/47/277). My delegation sees those proposals as an earnest attempt to find

on a collective basis adequate solutions for the emerging problems of

international security. In our view. their special value lies in the search

for effective ways to strengthen the preventive capabilities of the United

Nations in forestalling the emergence of new hotbeds of tension.

In Russia's opinion. the realization of those objectives would be

facilitated by the establishment of hot lines to United Nations Headquarters,

the dispatch of mediation missions and the development of fact-finding·

methods. as well as by the creation of demilitarized zones. humanitarian

corridors and zones of tranquillity.

It appears that the development of a reliable collective-secu~ity~ystem

requires further improvement of the anti-crisis machinery of the Uniteq

Nations. ranging from more effective use of ways and means for ~e pacific ..

J
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settlement of disputes to decisive enforcement measures aimed at restoring

international peace and security in accordance with Chapter VII of the Charter

of the United Nations.

The joint responsibility of the civilized world should also be

demonstrated where large-scale violations of human ~ights - in particular, of

the rights of minorities - occur.

Recent experience in Europe, Africa, Asia and Central America has

demonstrated the importance of clear coordination and correlation between the

peacemaking efforts of the United Nations and those of regional

arganizations. This would help to give real substance to the provisions of

Chapter VIII of the Charter. Regional organizations can ~d should make a

greater contribution to the maintenance of peace, help to defuse ethnic and

religious conflicts and respond to humanitarian emergencies.

Security issues are inextricably linked to the problems of arms

limitation and reduction. ~isarmament remains one of Russia's top

priorities. Our country will comply strictly with all the obligations of the

former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics under bilateral and multilateral

agreements in this sphere that are now in force or have been signed.

Today efforts to reduce armed forces and armaments are aimed not at

regulating the qualitative and quantitative parameters of armaments, as was

formerly the case, but at ensuring mutual security in accordance with the new

understanding of military and strategic parity as equality of security rather

than equality of mutual threat.

This approach underlies our long-term military-political and military

strategic policies as descri~ed in the message sent On 27 January 1992 by the
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President of the 1(ussian '.!deration to the Secretary-General. In full

conformity with that document, Russia will organize its armed forces in such a

manner that they cannot be used for purposes other than defence of the

sovereignty and territorial in~egrity of the State and peace-keeping

activities in pursuance of decisions taken by the int8rnational commur:~y.

We shall strive to reduce strategic nuclear forces to the minim\un lev~l

that will guarantee the pre·tention of war, removing any incentive for a

disabling first strike.

Russia supports the complete elimination, under effective supervision, of

nuclear and all other types of weapons of mass destruction. Our country

stead(astly supports the adoption of effective measures to strengthen the

regime of non-proliferati"u of nuclear and other types of weapons of mass

destruction and their delivery systems.

We advocate maximum mutual openness and predictability, as well as

confidence-building measures in the military sphere, including military

doctrines, defence budgets, plans for the organization and activities of the

armed forces and international trade in weapons.

Russia is willing to cooperate in the elaboration of additional measures

to avert the outbreak of war through accident, miscalculation or terrorism and

to prevent military incidents. We shall help and participate in the creation

of collective mecurity stru:tures on the basis of the Charter of the United

Nations.

On the basis of these long-term objectives, the Russian Federation

intends to pursue active policies in all areas of the disarmament process,

both in cooperation with ou~ partners and unilaterally.

,
f.
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A convincing ezample Qf this apprQach and a radically new step i~ the

area of weapons moraitoring was the Joint Understanding reached ~t V':r-.~hingtot.l.

by the Presidents of Russia and the United States on further stLbstantil!l)

reductions ;/.., strategic Qffensive weapons. That Joint Underste:::.ding

re&resents a logical eztension Qf the Treaty Qn the Reductic~ and L~mitatio~~

of Strategic Offensive Arms (START Treaty) and the Lisbon Proto~Ql tQ it. It
has become a practical reflectiQn in the military sphere of the radically new
pattern Qf relations between Russia and the United States and of a different
role for those two Powers in the world. FQr the first time, an understanding
has been built not on the basis of arithmetical equality but on the basi~ o~

reasonable sufficiency. This c.~ amstance is significant as a matter of

principle, and we hQpe that it will have a positive effect on the position Qf
other nuclear Powers and on the strengthening of strategic stability and
international security as a whQle.

Naturally, the priority task now is, in our view, the implementation of
these major agreements: we must see to it that the START Treaty and the

Lisbon PrQtocol to it are ratified by all the participating States and that
the WashingtQn JQint Understanding OD further reductiQns in strategic

offensive armaments is expressed in treaty form.

Progress is being made in other areas of disa7~ament as well. The

Russian Parliament has ratified the Treaty on CQnventional Armed Forces in

Europe (CFE Treaty), and that Treaty entered into force in July 1992 by

decision of the participating States. As a result of the reductions provided
for in the Treaty and of other measures, it will be possible to reduce to a

minimum - indeed, practically eliminate - the threat of a surprise attack or

I:

Qf lat-g

Treaty

States,

*
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* Mr. Sub (Republic of Korea), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.

of large-9cale offensive operations in Europe. The entry into force of the

collective s4curity system based on trust and cooperation between all European

States, the United States lud Canada.*

Treaty opens ~rospects for the creation of a re11~le and con~reh~naiv.
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The conditions of today are opening broad new opportunities for rGal with

progross in all areas of disarmament. including disarmament within the

framework of a multilateral process. It is imperative to adapt that process

to c ntemporary needs and to strengthen its independent role by ensuring that

it is compatible with and complementary to negotiating formats and unilateral

measures. spee

Issues involving the no~-proliferationof all types of weapons of mass orde

destructio~ and their delivery systems and the strengthening of ezisting in t

non-proliferation regimes are now coming to the forefront of multilateral even

efforts. Stat

Activities in this connection are aimed mainly at strengthening the

nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and makinq it a universal agreement of crea

unlimited duration. That is indeed the main objective of the 1995 NPT Review expo

Conference. expr

We welcome the accession of France. China. South Africa and a number of the

other States to the Non-ProliferatiDn Treaty and also the appropriate purp

safeguards commitments made by Argentina and Bra~il. nego

Russia considers it extremely import~t that the disintegration gf the

former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics should not result in a aba

deterioration of the situation in the area of non-proliferation. The nucl

commitments of Belarus. Kazakhstan and Ukraine to accede to the NPT as inte

context.

non-nuclear States as soon as possible are of fundamental importance in that

Russia. as the suc~e8sor to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

The United Nations should continue to devote attention to the problems of

further enhancing the regimJ of security guarantees for non-nuclear-weapon

States.

____._-------..l,
I
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with respect to its membership in the United Nations and the Security Council

and its participation in international treaties, reaffirms the statement made

by the Soviet representative in the Security Council on 17 June 1968 on the

question of positive safeguards. We also consider it appropriate for the

General Assembly to recommend to the Conference on Disarmament that it should

speed up the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on Negative Securit.y Assurances in

order to encourage the sea~ch for universally acceptable practical solutions

in this area. One could consider, for example, developing more compatible,

even if not completely identical, formulas of safeguards for non-nuclear

States.

In our opinion, the United Nations can make a substantial contribution to

creating efficient international machinery to monitor the production and

export of fissionable materials. In particular, the General Assembly could

express its support for the early preparation of an international agreement on

the cessation of the production of fissionable materials for weapons

purposes. We favour the immediate inclusion of these issues in the

negotiating process.

The Russian Federation welcomes the decision ~y the United States to

abandon the production of plutonium and highly enriched uranium for

nuclear-weapons purposes. For its part, the Russian Federation confirms its

intention to continue implernenting the programme ef decommissioning the

remaining Russian weapons-grade plutonium production facilities. Our proposal
, .

to the United States to initiate talks immediately on the supervised cessation

of the production of fissionable materials for weapons purposes also remains

open.

We believe that the UD.ited Nations could, as early as today, participate

actively in efforts to strengthen the system for monitoring the export of
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missiles and missile technology. Along with the improvement and formaliaation

of existing structures for monitoring in this area. the time has come for a
comprehensive study of ways to establish a new international verification

machinery in which both supplier States with a developed technological base
and States that are interested in gaining access to missiles and missile

technology for peaceful uses would participate.

With regard to the regUlation and limitation ~f ~nternational arms

deliveries. the United Nations can make a substantial contribution to the
universalization of the Guidelinep for Conv~ntional Arms Transfers approved by
the permanent members of the Security Council. We consider it important to

develop the practice of harmonizing the activities of the Five in the area of
arms sales. and also to consider these issues further in the United Nations
and in the Conference on Disarmament.

Completion of work in the United Nations on the Register of Conventional
Arms provides an opportunity for as many countries as possible to participate
in the evolving arms-sales verification regime. Such participation will help
to establish an atmosphere of openness and trust in this area.

Russia confirms that it intends. beginning in 1993. to provide annual
data in accordance with the requirements of the Register.

At the present stage. the United Nations can. it appears. play a

significant role in promoti~g contacts between arms-producing States with a

view to developing unified approaches to arms sales and harmonizing their
national systems of export supervi.sion.

The link between the atrengthening of the non-prOliferation regime and

measures for regional and subregional disarmament is becoming increasingly

apparent. These measures should form an integral part of the evolving United

N
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Nations system of preventive diplomacy and a vital element in maintaining

regional stability. Accordingly, the United Nations could play a more activ.e

~ole in searching for the best possible methods of guaranteeing security, with

1

I,
I

I
I
I

emphasis on reducing the military capabilities of States in different regions.

The United Nations could also provide considerable assistance in

improving the effectiveness of regional-security processes on the basis of a

comprehensive approach that would include, among other things, enhanced

multilateral efforts in the area of non-proliferation of all types of weapons

of mass ~estruction, combat missiles and missile technology, control and

limitation of international arms transfers and strengthening

confidence-building measures and openness in the military sphere.

The issues of the nuclear complex continue to be important in United

Nations efforts. Consideration of those issues should be revitalize~ and

given concrete content, and we should abandon declaratory statements and any

remnants of ideological stereotyping. At this stage, we should aim at

harmonizing the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the remaining

nuclear potentials in accordance with the requirements of minimum reason~le

sufficiency within the fram3work of a consistent and phased movement towards a

nuclear-free world.

Further rapprochement of the positions of different countries on limiting

nuclear tests, to the point of their complete cessation, is becoming

increasingly important. Russia favours immediate initiation of the

elaboration of an appropriate international agreement involving all States.

The one-year moratorium declared in October 1991 is evidence of our position.

I would also recall that in April of this year, the Russian Supreme

Soviet called on other nuclear Powers to follow Russia's example and suspend

,I
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nuclear tests. We w81c~med the decisions by France and thereafter by the

United State. to suspend nuclear testing.

In this connection, I would like to inform the members of the Co~~ittee

that on 19 October President Boris Yeltsin signed a decree extending the

Russian moratorium to 1 July 1993. If the other nuclear Powers follow the

example of Russia, France and the United States, there will be a real prospect

of realising the long-held dream of mankind to ban nuclear tests for all

time. Russia favours initiating without delay discussions concerning the

drafting of a treaty on the complete and general prohibition of nuclear tests.

70day the world community is on the verge of concluding a Convention on

the prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons. I would like to believe

that when that question is discussed at this session, we shall be able to take

the necessary responsible and constructive approach that will enable all

States, without exception, to accede to the Convention.
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At the current session we shall consider the Secretary-General's study on

defensive security and concepts policies. In our view, the recommendations

contained in the study lay a foundation for continuing multilateral

discussions in the United Nations and for further examination of these issues

in other formats. They also outline practical steps for implementing defence

policies that would guarantee security both at the global level and for

individual States.

Together with other countries that have participated in this work, the

Russian delegation intends to sponsor a draft resolution on the study, and we

trust that the draft will receive broad support.

We consider verification issues to be an important area of United Nations

activities and favour the elaboration, under the Organization's auspices, of a

comprehensive international verification strategy and appropriate multilateral

mechanisms. Today there is a growing consensus in the world community on the

role, format and methods of verification activities. Russia is ready for

further discussion of any principles and proposals aimed at developing

international cooperation in this area. Our ideas and comments on~

verification are to be found in the letter from the Permanent Mission of

Russia to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General.

The examinaticn of conversion issues at this session should, in our

opinion, be aimed at elaborating specific practical recommendations and

programmes. B~ssia favours the creation of special United Nations machinery

on conversion issues with the participation of the major industrialized

countries and other interested States. It would coordinate and integrc::/', the

efforts of Governments, non·governmental organiz~tions and the business

community within the context of converting the military industry.
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We welcome international cooperation on conversion, and we intend to

encourage it by establishing a "most favoured" regime and providing tax

incentives for appropriate projects.

At this juncture in our history, the impact of scientific and

technological advances on international security is increasing dramatically.

States Members of the United Nations should be focusing their efforts on

averting a qualitative arms race and facilitating access for all countries to

the achievements of scientific and technological progress for peaceful

purposes. We deem it necessary to prevent any negative impact of scientific

advances, to use those advances for constructive purposes and to highlight the

potential of science and technology for maintaining international security in

the context of the relationship between scientific and technological progress,

disarmament, development and environmental protection.

The time has come to take a new look at the machinery of multilateral

disQrmament. The triad that has evolved in this area - the First Committee of

the General Assembly, the Disarmament Commission and the Conference on

Disarmament - obviously needs further restructuring and streamlining.

We welcome the fact the issues of disarmament and international security

are being taken up together in the deliberations of the First Committee, and

we are prepared to assist in further rationalizing the Committee's activities,

in particular by streamlining the agenda and abandoning confrontational draft

resolutions that do not reflect the realities of today.

Our approach to the consideration of issues of multilateral disarmament

is based on pragmatism, concentration on tangible results. readiness for

reasonable compromises and cooperation with all States. We expect this

1 session to do productive work and to take practical decisions in consonance j
I with pr••••t-day r••,iti.. i. the ar of ai aaa ••curity. i
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!Mr. WISNUMQRTI (Indonesia): This year's sess~on of the First

Committee is being held against the backdrop of some encouraging d~velop~~Dt8

in arms limitation and international security. Of particular importance in

this regard is the conclusion of the negotiations on the ~reaty on the
I,

'I

Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms (START Treaty)

negotiations and the agreement reached last June between the two major Powers

;
'i:.

the five nuclear-weapon States have announced moratoriums on nuclear-weapon

The Tenth Summit Conference of the of non-aligned countries" held in

The Summit Conference e:pressed the hopetl1at

"~"<'~~~'~C~i~~C~""'1<"<TE~~7'

-i

dangers posed by the nuclear menace. The Open Skies Treaty" providing for

in bilateral nuclear-arms reductions. We hope that other nuclear~weapon

enhancing security and confidence between its signatories. MOreover" ,three of

unarmed surveillance flights" constitutes an important contribution to

testing. Other tangible steps include accession bya number of countries to.

the non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) and the decisive progress made in the

States will participate in these endeavours and thereby rid the world of the

complex field of verification as well as in the on-site inspe,.tion provisions

negotiations initiated two decades ago on a chemical weapons convention have

finally been brought to a successful conclusion.

which are now included to ensure compliance with agreements. Meanwbile"the

Jakarta last month" welcomed the broadening and deepeni~~ of the dimensions of

disarmament and security. Far from merely regulating armaments and~e arms

race" agreements now include the destruction of existing arsenals as well as

limi~s on future production.

these developments" which are creating a new global enVirODnl8nt" WOuld le.ad to

the renunciation of strategic: doctrines and thereby contribute. to global

security.
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!he Summit Conference also noted. however. that the disarmament agenda is
larqely unfinished. A nuclear-weapon-free world. which alone can ensure human
survival. has always been the vision of the Non-Aliqned Movement and is the
collective responsibility of all States. We have urqed accelerated efforts on
other disarmament issues, particularly the prohibition of weapons of mass

destruction. Strateqic doctrines continue to cast their shadow across the
qlobe. while the world is still threatened by ezistinq arsenals which are

\
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The Jakarta Summit Conference underscored the depressinq impact of

We should now recoqnize that peace and security can no lonqer be defined

beinq further refined. !he Summit Conference called for a new world order

military expenditures on the world economy and on national econ~mies. The

free from the fear of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction

non-intervention and non-incerference.

and based on the principles of peacf.ful coexistence. non-use of force.

Non-Aliqned Movement has consistently maintained that resources released
throuqh disarmament and arms reductions should be directed towards social and
economic development. especially in developinq nations. The establishment of
such a productive linkaqe between disarmament and development will also make
it possible to attain security at lower levels of armaments.

population qrowth, a safe environment and qlobal security.

solely in military terms but demand a multifaceted approach. The vast array

economic proqress and social advancement. the eradication of illiteracy.

poverty. and hunqer and malnutrition will be in jeopardy, as will stable

account in our efforts to achieve a stable and peaceful world. Without

of non-military threats that make up the qlobal aqenda must be taken into
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At the same time, there is a growing recognition that the sources of

security concerns are often regional; an appropriate framework for achieving

positive results would take into account geopolitical, historical, cultural

and other concerns o'f the States in a particul'~r region or subreqion. In this

context, the Jakarta Summit Cc~fe~ence called for regional dialogues to

promote security and to enhance economic, environmental, social and cultural

cooperation. Such an ap-proach could facilitate the initiation of

arms-r~duction negotiations between adversaries in some regions. T.h~ Summit

Confe!'ence also expressed the belief that regional and global approachest.o

disarmament complement and reinforce each other and should be ,pursued with a

view to enhancing security for all nations.*

* The Chairman returned to the Chair.
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The specific characteristics of chemical weapons and the indiscriminate

nature of their destructive effects have long been a serious concern of my

Government. In 1979, Indonesia, with the cooperation of the Netherlands,

embarked on the destruction of chemical weapons agents left over from the

Second World War. It is therefore most gratifying to my delegation to note
the successful conclusion of a draft Convention bann~ng chemical weapons. It
has demonstrated that a consensus is possible despite the political and

technical complexities of the issues involved. The draft Convention is

comprehensive in scope, non-discriminatory in na~ure, with built-in safeguards
and contains far-reachillg' provisions on destruction and verification. Above
all, it prohibits an entire category of weapons of mass destruction. We

par~icularly welcome the Convention, as it is a major achievement that will
benefit the international community, including the third world countries,
which are most vulnerable t,) the use of chemical weapons. This j~.tl'\i_.4ent is
also a s~urce of satisfaction to my delegation, inasmuch as Indoneu~ actively
contributed to the negotiating process in the Conference on Disarmament

leading to the adoption of the draft Conventioc.

It is essential in this connection to en~har.iz~. however, that

international trade and cooperation in the cnemical sector for development
pu~poses should Dot be constrained by unilateral and discriminatory

restrictions. Rather, the developed countri,es should provide the developing
countries with greater acce','~ t.u adequate technology, materials and equipment
for peaceful purposes.

Give~ the fact that ne~rly sevan decadas have elapsed since the adoption

of the Geneva Protocol, the coming into force and the universal participation
in tl;t;t C_ - don banning chemical weapons will constitute a historic
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miles~one. It will also be a major achievament by the Conference on

Disarma~ent. My delegation hopes that with ~he necessary political will, the

Conference on Disarmame~ wil~ uOC fail to take advantage of this momentum and

initiate negotiations on other items on its agenda, especially the question of

a comprehensive test ban and other priority issues.

With regard to the question of a comprehensive test-ban trea~y, we cannot

fail to note certain positive as well 8S negative events that have occurred

during the past year. On the plus side, we have noted that following tb.",

Soviat moratorium of 1991, which was just renewed until the middle of 1993,

~he Government of France, on 8 April 1992, announced its suspensicn of nuclear

testing for the remainder of the year. This decision is particularly

significant as France is not a party to the partial test-ban Treaty and

because it reflects an imp@rtant shift from the position it has consiste~t1y

taken on General Assembly resolutions concerning nuclear testing. If the

current French moratorium is extended indefinitely, then the prospects for a

comprehensive test-ban treaty will become brighter. It is also highly

encouraging to note that the United Kingdom has not conducted any tests in

1992. Furthermore, I should like to refer to the imposition by the United

States of a nine-month moratorium on testing, beginning ne~t month, with

restriction~ ~n subsequer.t tests.

Unfortunately, however, on the negative side, it is disappointing to ~ote

that a nuclear Power recently conducted the largest nuclear test it has ever

undertaken. A great sanse of disappointment has also been generated by the

failure of the Conference on Disarmament once again to go ahead with the

adequate negotiating mandate in the Ad Hoc Committee on a Nuclea~ Test Ba~.

It is to be hoped that agaiast the backdrop of the positive developments that

I have just referred to, this situation will be rectified in the near futu~e.

I
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The President of the Amendment Conference was authorized by the

Conference, and in the framework of General Ascembly resolution 46/28, to

undertake open-ended consultations to promote the implementation of the

mandate entrusted to him. As a result of these consultations held early this

month, it is envisaged that a meeting of brief duration could be convened

during the second quarter of next year to review the developments concerning

nuclear testing that have taken place both bilaterally and multilaterally,

which could then look into the feasibility of res~.ing the work of the

Ame .~~ent Conference at an appropriate time.

In the context of the wider process of nuclear-arms limitation, the

non-proliferation Treaty (~T) played a critical role in maintaining a viable

regime for non-proliferation. The experience since 1970 has however shown its

asymmetrical obligations, while its implementation haG been largely

one-sided. In such circumstances it l..~ of the utmost importance that the

nuclear-weaF~~States should discharge their responsibilities in good faith

and in full. We have already heard a chorus of e~dorsement from interested

countries for an indefinite extension of the Treaty. Any decision will

ultimately depend upon an objective assessment and a fresh appraisal of the

commitments undertaken by nuclear-weapon States. The year 1995, which also

coincides with the fiftieth anniversary of the advent of the nuclear age, may

well be the year of reckoning when the NPT will transform itself into a truly

universal, non-discriminatory, non-proliferation ~egime.

My delegation has consistently endorsed a broad and comprehensive range

of co~fidence-buildingmeas~res. In the geographical context, and if such

measures are adapted to the special characteristics and conditions of the

region concerned, they will facilitate efforts to reach settlements of
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regional conflicts and reduce the prospect of future conflicts. Such measures

will also help ensure that the particular region remains free from outside

interference, thus providing regional States with the opportunity to decide

their destiny and build regional cohesion and resilience. Another essential

element is mutual military restraint by non-regional Powers, especially in

atrategically important areas and waters. Finally, conditions of stability

and mutual confida~ce can be ensured through joint regional endeavours in a

spirit of common responsibility and amity.

The report of the Secretary-General entitled "An Agenda for Peace"

(1./47/277) also called on regional organizations to consider the introduction

of further confidence-building measures. The Treaty cf Amity and Cooperation

in South-East Asia, entered into by the member States of the Association of

South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1976 and subseqaently acceded to by Brunei

Daruasalam, Papua New Guinea, Viet Nam and Laos, is an important means of

fostering confidence, mu\ ,.1 understanding and cooperation among States of the

region. ASEAN has therefore decided to initiate the submission of a draft

resolution on this Treaty in the firm belief that its adoption by the General

Assembly would accord international recognition and support for the Treaty and

to its purposes and principles.

In the context of prospective changes in the security situation in the

Asia-Pacific region, ASEAN's approach, as reflected in the proposed Zone of

Peace, Freedom and Neutrality, remains of central validity and relevance. It

represents a blueprint for a new framework for peace and cooperation, a new

structure of cooperative relationships which will ensure greater stability and

security in South-East Asia. It endeavours to address the increasingly

complex geopolitical and strategic environment while taking into account the

immense diversity in various spheres among the countries of the region.
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The trade in armaments, euphemistically called arms transfers, has long

been a critical element in global politico-military matters. The acquisition

of large quantities of conventional arms represents an unconscionable misuse

of resources in a world afflicted by hunger and poverty. Nor should we be

oblivious of the known horrors of conventional wara fought with increasingly

lethal, sophisticated weapons. There is indeed a continuing need to take a

collective loo~ at this problem as the questions involved are complex and can

be viewed from many different perspectives while giving rise to different

concerns.
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In this regard my delegation views the Register on the transfer of arms

primarily as an instrument for openness and transparency, and notes its

potential to foster a climate of confidence and to constitute an integral part

of broader arms limitation and disarmament effo~ts. But the present

unconscionable level of trade in armawlents, despite the palpable change in the

global political and security climate, is directly attributable to a lack of

self-restraint on the part of the supplier countries. This is fully evident

in accelerated efforts in the sale of arms, especially to conflict-ridden

areas. Hen~e, ef~orts to reduce and curb conventional and other armaments

should be placed within a comprehensive context, focused on both supplier and

recipient countries rather than on particular groups of countries, and should

be directed towards the primary causes of the conventional arms race.

In conclusion, my delegation reaffirms the central role and primary

responsibility of the United Nations in disarmament matters and its commitment

to enhancing further the effectiveness o~ the multilateral disarmament

process. When interdependence has grown to an unprecedented degree,

disarmament, security, economic progress and sustainable development can be

achieved only by widening the decision-making machinery and processes. The

new global climate provides unprecedented opportunities to achieve these

objectives. But we must demonstrate the vision that the opportunity requires

and identify practical and forward-looking ways to proceed while recognizing

that security and disarmament call for global, multilateral, regional and

bilateral actions in unison with one another.
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Bureau, of my delegation's determination to transform the favourable

Nations General Assembly and to assure you, and the other memb..._: ',' -.he

atmosphere currently prevailing in the sphere of arms control and disarmament

Allow me, at the beginning of myMr. IDIAN (Czechoslovakia):

statement, to congratulate you, Sir, on your election to the important post of
Chairman of the First Committee at the forty-seventh session of the United

into specific action-oriented conclusions of the Committee's deliberations.

I
F

rhe world of today i~ marked by highly dynamic development of a
scontroversial nature. On the one hand, we have sincerely welcomed the end of

its bipolarism and the democratic changes which affect the region of Central
and Eastern Europe, and not that region alone. On the other hand, we are

owitnessing at the same time a number of negative phenomena, which have caused
cus to lose our initial euphoria and come down to Earth very quickly. At issue
iare the manifestations of ethnic intolerance, which in some cases have led to
iopen, bloody violence &nd to the creation of new hotbeds of tension.
sArmed conflicts lead not only to horrifying losses of human lives but
1also to great numbers of refugees, who have been expelled from their homes for
rethnic or religious reasons. In many areas of the world these hotbeds of

tension, which can give rise to open conflicts, still exist. To a large

exteDG these tendencies undermine the positive results achieved since the end
of the cold war.

The foreign policy of the Czech and Slovak Fede~al Republic is the policy
of a State situated, from the geopolitical point of view, in a highly exposed
are~. Need I mention the well-known statement by Bismarck that he who gets

control over·the Czech quadrangle dominates Eurupe? The highest priority of
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our foreign policy is therefore to maintain and enhance the security of the

new democratic Czechoslovakia.

As a small State we cannot rely on securing the country's safety through

military measures nor do we want to ~~ GO. The only feasible way to achieve

this goal is therefore to promote our security in conjunction with the

security of others. From the moment the democratic State was restored, we

have therefore been looking for a place in an all-European defence and

security system.

In this century Europe has tried twice to redraw its political map. The

Versailles system born after the Fi~st World War, based on the best intentions

of the victors, could ~ot, however, get rid of the nucleus of potential

conflicts. The second attempt was made in Yalta, but that attempt also proved

look at the present situation in Europe we do not seem to have achieved

spirit and, as a semi-forgotten legacy of the past, are breaking out. If we

The process of the

in Czechoelovakia we believe

In our deliberations we are proceeding from existing European

infeasible in the long run. Europe is now going to try to settle its affairs

beginning of a rather difficult and long road.

proves however that impatience has no place in politics. Still, we are at the

results in the last three years that deserve our full recognition. Life

in a spirit of cooperation an~ by avoiding conflicts, which, in spite of that

process in conceiving the new architecture of Europe.

that Europe has already chosen the right path, further promoting the Helsinki

inst~tutions, from the possibilities of their adaptation and development under

new conditions that are conJucive to cooperation.

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), which represents the

only all-European forum and which also has its own transatlantic dimension, is
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beginning to prove itself as a framework not only for European security but
also for the int~~ration of Europe. It also gives significant political

impetus to the solution of grave and often pressing problems and to the

development of specific forms of cooperation. It is open to interaction with
other key European institutions. We believe that development of the European
security system has progresaed far enough not to be stopped within the borders
of Europe and that this system must be incorporated into a global one with
means to ensure its links with the United Nations system of collective

security.

The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic has therefore submitted to the

General Assembly at its forty-seventh session a proposal for the inclusion of
a new item, "Coordination of the activities of the United Nations and the

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe". That item will be

discussed in a plenary meeting of the General Assembly next week. Our aim is
to promote the practical implementation of the declared understanding that the
CSCE is a regional arrangement. At the same time, we are aware of the

importance and priority of the obligations emanating from the Charter of the
United Nations.

One of the great achievements of the all-European process is the

conclusion of the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE).

Through its implementation a significant reduction in the levels of armed

forces and armaments is taking place in Europe. This process consideraoly
decreases the risk of the outbreak of military conflicts among European States
and strengthens the security of the whole continent••

• Mr. Sub (Republic of Korea), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair.
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The Czech and SlQvak Federal Republic has cQnsistently fulfilled its

Qbligations under that Treaty. The agreed-upQn numbers Qf heavy tleapons and

military aircraft have been removed frQm the Czechoslovak army's arsenals. We

accept regular inspection teams, and we ourselves take part in similar

inspections based vn the provisions of the CFE.

We believe that any attempt to obtain weapons of mass destructiQn

represents an enQrmous threat to the international community. We therefore

support the efficient implementation and improvement Qf existing internatiQnal

mechanisms aimed at preventing the proliferation of these weapons. At the

same time, we strive for a maximum reduction in the current levels of nuclear

arm~ and for the complete elimination of chemical weapons.

The basic internationally binding dQcument that prevents the

proliferatiQn Qf nuclear weapQns is the Treaty Qn the NQn-PrQliferatiQn Qf

Nuclear Weapons of 1968 (NPT). Since the NPT entered intQ fQrce, it has fUlly

prQved its usefulness and irreplaceability. We assume that the Preparatory

Committee Qf the 1995 extension Conference of the Treaty, as well as the

Conference itself, will pay greater attentiQn to the issue Qf safeguards

agreements and Qf their observance. This was the area wh~re the most seriQUS

problems occurred in the past. We believe that the cQuntries that have nQt

yet done SQ shQuld accede to the Treaty. From this point Qf view, w~ welcQme

the accessiQn of the People s Republic of China and of France. The Czech and

Slovak Federal Republic is in favour of the universality and unlimited

extensiQn Qf the Treaey.

The questiQn of a comp~ehensive nuclear-test-ban treaty is Qne of the

most sensitive issues from ;he point of view Qf strengthening the

nQn-proliferation regime. Xhe need to ensure both security and political
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interests has divided the internatiQnal cQmmunity more or less into two

grQups - countries preferring a step-by-step sQlution and those demanding an
immediate ban Qn all nuclea~ tests. In the efforts to bypass this dilemma, we
stress the further follow-up Qf the Amendment Conference tc the Treaty Banning
Nuclear Weapons Tests in the AtmQsphere, in Outer Space and Under Water (PTBT).

My country is one of thQse that consider the most feasible and practical

way to be a step-by-step reduction in and cessation of all nuclear tests. We
greatly appreciate the late3t decision of United States legislators on nuclear
tssting, the moratorium Qf 1rance, the halting Qf tests by the Aussian

FederatiQn and the apprQach Qf the United Kingdom. This situation creates a
favourable atmosphere and p~ecQnditiQn!o -or further negotiations on a

comprehensive test-ban Trea.:.y.

Within the efforts to strengthen the non-proliferation regime, an

important role is played by nuclear-weapon-free zones. The traditional

position of Czechoslovakia in this regard is clear: we respect the status of
existing, and support the creation of new, nuclear-weapon-free ~ones in

various parts of the world. We sincerely welcome the result of the recent

general conference of the Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America and the Caribbean (OPANAL).

Australia Group. Czechoslo~akia is taking an active part in their work.

Effective prevention of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction

and dual-purpose technologies in the nuclear, chemical and biological fields

is unthinkable without a cO:ltrol system of transfers of material, equipment

and in that of missile technology. This system is now composed of specialized
organizations an~ mechanisms such as the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA) and its safeguards system, the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) and the
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At {" ).i'~t session of the London Club in March and April of this year in

Warsaw, the States Members to the NSG confirmed, tnrougu the exchange of

identical notes, their accession to the expanded control regime and their

(PTBT) •
intention to anchor it by the end of 1992 in their national legislation. On

tical
April 4 1992, the Czech and Slova~ Federal Republic officially acceded to the

We
control regime of dual-purpose items in the nuclear field.

destruction. States Member.s to the Conference on Disarmament iu Geneva have

~=V~7

-./

if the

For the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, this import' ~~~: ",~'r is

reduction is the drafting of the text of the Convention on the prohibition of

discriminatory character. Thei~ aim is in no way to hamper international

We are ready. not only through words but also through our deeds, to

possible misuse, which, in the long run, could lead to a breach of security on

refute any accusations to the effect that these measures are of a

both the regional and global levels.

Undoubtedly. the most important event this year in the field of arms

trade in these commodities and respective technologies, but to prevent their

readiness to resolve even the most complex p:,oblems. We are cOlivinced that

the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapoms, ana on their

thus proved their political will to conclude such an agreement arl their

the text of the Convention on chemical weapons is a fully balanced and

realistic document, for it neither favours nor discriminates against anyone,

but ensures equal security to all participants. This is manifested especially

in its scale of verification measures that is unp~ecedented in the history of

multilateral disarmament conventions and treaties and that should reliably

secure the obser9dBce of all obligations and duties contained th~rpin.

fully acaeptable in its present form. We would therefore ~~~~@©~
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draft of the respective resolution was adopted first in our Committee and then

in the plenary of the United Nations General Lasembly by consensus. That

would represent the best contributioD to a successful outcome of the

Conference of the signatories i~ Paris. The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic
intends to take part in the Conference and~ as we have stated repeatedly, it

will become an initial signatory of the Conventi~n. This political decisicln

was also reflected in our co-sponsorship of the draft resoluti~n. We hope

that ~e already large group of sponsors will re joined by other States.

Czechuslovakia has con.•istentl~ fulfilled its obligaticns Jnder the

Convention on the PrOhibition of the DevelopmeDt, Production and Stockpiling

of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction.

We are one of the signatories that regularly submit to the United Nations the

requested information with ~ view to strengthening confidence-building

measures. A coordinating g~oup has been established in Czechoslovakia, with

the aim of improving collaboration between the various sectors concerned with

carrying out the provisions of the ~iological weapons Convention. The

possibility of issuing procedura~ regulations in the area of the

non-proliferation of biological material, equipment and dual-purpose

technologies has been consioerad in a':lcordance w~,th the recommendations of the
second seminar of the Australia Group, held in Paris in December 1991.
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The well-known tragic events that took place in the Persian Gulf finally

raised the questio4 o~ the establishment of a non-discriminatory Registe~ of

Conventional Arms, which should contribute to transparency, openness and

greater restraint by States in arms exports and imports.

Czechoslovakia fUlly respect8 this trend and is implementing it

consistently in its foreign-policy activities. We participated in the

preparatiou of a United Nations study on ways and means of enhancing

transparency in international transfers of conventional arm~; we were one of

the .sponsors of General Assembly resolution 46/36 L, entitled "Trewsparency in

armaments"; and we wel:'e in'lrolved in the work of the panel of governmental

technical experts, whose re]ort, which recommends a standardized system of

reporting to the Register, is ready for adoption.

The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic in the forum of the First Committee

reiterates its appreciation of the activities of the United Nations in respect

of this matter, to welcome Gbe submission of the Secretary-General's repo~t,

and to pledge that it intends to ~ct upon that report in the future.

Within the framework of efforts to make our military expenditures more

transparent, ve have, as in previous years, informed the Secreta~y-Generalof

the extent of such expenditures. T'ne 1991 figure, at Ics 27,868 billion, was

KcS 4,420 billion lower than that for 1990.

In the field of ~rms control and disarmament my Governmsnt complies fully

with the relevant provisions of the Chart~r of the United N~tions and

discharges its international obligations completely. On the baslsof the

military doctrine of the Cz~ch and Slovak Federal Republic -a doctrine that

is founded on the concept of defensive security - the political leaders of my

country decided that there should be a s~stantial reduction in
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Czechoslo·..;'akia's production and exports of weapons, especially heavy weapons.
They strive to implement the military-production conversion programme without

regard to the serious problems that it creates for Czechoslovakia in the

economic and social fields. However, despite many declarations, efficient

international cooperation in t'·ia field is still only an abstract notion.

The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic is ready to make a constructive

cortribution to the debate on the topical questions that the Conference on

Disarmament is now facing. The Conference's agenda should not become a

hostage of various approaches to the determination of priorities in arms

control and disarmament. It should be balanced and should ensure that this
forum does not fall behind what is going on in the world. We are in favour of
a reasonable widsning of the membership of the Gen~va Conference.

The Czech and Slovak Faderal Republic is paying appropriate attention to
the work of the United Nations Disarmament Commission. We regard the

adoption, by consensus, of the document on objective information on military
matters as a successful test of ~he Commission's reforms. In spite of this
undoubted success, it seems that the improvement in international relations is
still manifested only gradually in chang~ in the positions of some of the

States that have significant military potential. In this respect, the

Disarmament Commission and ~ther disarmament forums still face a challenging
and difficult task.

As a result of the close cooperation between the Czech and S~ovak Federal
Republic and the Office for Disarmame~t Affairs, we invited and vdlcomed this

year a group from the United Nations disarmament fellowship pr~gramme. This

is our modest contribution to the training of. young prospective ~pecialists in
the field of arms control and disarmament.
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With regard to arms control and disarmament, the United Nations faces

many tasks. At the same time we are fully aware of the fact that the

processes that have been taking place in the world since the end of the cold

war are complex and often painful. However, they give us a chance to take a

step forward. If we are to do so, there will have to be an even greater

willingness to take part in a matter-of-fact, constructive dialogue, and all

States Members will have to be willing to make active use of all the

possibiliti=s that the United Nations system provides. We hope that the First

Committee, in its work this year, will contribute to the att.~irment of this

goal. The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic will make every effort to that

end.

Mr. MAKKAWI (Lebanon): On behalf of the delegation of Lebanon

I wish to congratu_ate my good friend and colleague Ambassador Nabil Elaraby

on his election to the chairmanship of the First Committee of the General

Assembly. His vast experience in the work of the United Nations and his high

personal and academic qualities make him the natural choice to preside over

this very important Committee. For years his friendly sister country has

supported the cause of peace in the Middle East, and it comes as no surprise

that it has championed the drive to establish in the Middle East a zone free

of all weapons of mass destruction. Lebanon applauds the numerous and

sustained endeavours made bI Egypt and is truly pleased that Ambassador

Elaraby is presiding over the work of this Committee.

Equally, we congratulate the other officers of the Committee, and we take

this opportunity to welcome all new Member States to the Committee this year.

The end of the cold wa~ and other significant global developments have

given rise to a new idealism and a new spirit of commonality among Member
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States. At last - about seven decades after the League of Nations took flight
and then foundered, and nsarly half a century after the lofty purposes and
principles of the United Nations were enshrined in its Charter - humanity

stands ready and, God willing, able to embark upon its true course. I know
that, as members of the First Committee, we all have a serious responsibility

for, and a special stake in, seeing that world order is achieved in its
fullest sense. Fortunately, since we last met, global circumstances have been
favourable, particularly with regard to the work of the Committee.

At the State level, the United States and Russia havs reached historic
agreements on bilateral reductions in nuclear arms, and the decisions taken by
Russia and France to adopt moratoriums on testing have recently been augmented
by similar United States legislation. China, France and South Africa have
recently acceded to the Treaty on 'the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
and Belarus, Kazakhscan and the Ukraine are expected to do so shortly. Also
encouraging is the consolidation of effort exhibited by the Ukraine and the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea in respect of the International Atomic
Energy Agency.

At the regional level, we have witnessed ia two areas the setting of
historic precedents towards achieving global non-proliferation through the
creation of denuc1earized zones. Under the aegis of Argentina, Brazil and
Chile, the Latin American ~d Caribbean Member States have launched an

initiative to ensure that the Treaty of Tlatelolco will be implemented in

full. Meanwhile, the South Pacific nuclear-free zone, established by the

Treaty of Rarotonga of 1985, has made a major contribution along similar

lines, al though a few States in th~t 'i\$!l!g:1.·l)n have yet to become signatories.
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At the global level, great strides are being ~aken towards the creation

of a world free of non-conventional weapons. We anticipate that the 1995

Conference on the extension of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear

Weapons will bring an indefinite extension of that Treaty and the adoption of

a multilateral comprehensive nuclea~-weapon-test-bantreaty. In addition,

this year heralded significant initiatives in multilateral disarmament,

including the United Nations Register of Conventional Arms and the draft

Convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons.

Lebanon applauds all these developments as milestones on the road to a

peaceful and war-free world. The Charter clearly confirms the integral

relationship between disarmament and the maintenance of international peace

and security, as set forth in Articles 11 and 26. These Articles stress the

regulation of armaments - be they conventional or non-conventional - and

requir2 the establishment of a ~ollactive system of security guaranteeing the

peace and st~ility of all nations. Of course, only one yardstick of

international jurisprudence can be applied to that end. Those principles

require a single standard in the implement~tion of all United Nations

resolutions. We ara committed to disarmament propos~ls which will provide

security through equal obligations applicable to all Sta';es in all regions.

In this regard, Lebanon wholly supports the statement made on

12 October 1992 by the Chairman of the First Committee, particular1y as it

applies to Chapter VII of the Charter, to provide credible security assurances

to those States who do not possess weapons of mass destruction. We believe
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that in order to induce nuclear-weapon States to demilitarize and to bolster

the confidence of non-nucletr States, the Security Council must reaffirm its

assurances that it will pro~ide assistance to any victim of any act or threat

of aggression involving nuclear weapons.
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Lebanon la: Ileither a large nor a nlilitazoily powerful country. It has

neither the capability, capacity nor desire to develop weapons of mass

destruction, or conventional weapons for that matter. It has generally sought

to provide for the security of its people under the auspices of the United

Nations or through collective security arrangements approved by the United
Nations. The pre39nce of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon is a

prime example of our reliance on and coorulnation with the international

Organization.

In this ~egard Lebanon supports the production and acquisition of arms

only in so fa~ ~s they ensure, keep or restore international order. This

sentiment is not only mentioned by the Secretary-GenC!ral in "An Agenda for

Peace" but it i(1 also echoed by all small, developing countries whicll rely on
international law as the basis for their protection. We believe that pending
the total elimination of weapons of mass destruction, States possessing

nuclear, chemil:lal or biological weapons have an ob13gation not to use or
threaten to use them against the rest of us.

I need not dwell ~n the fact that the arm~ race constitutes a huge drain
on national and vo~ld b~ono.n1es. QJ1d that their bUdgets possess great

potential. Resources released through disarmament and arms reductions can and
should be redirected towards the social and economic development of all

countries, and especially t!:le developing world. Only by investing in the
welfare of mankind as opposad to weapons of wl'r can global problems lo",.::h as

poverty, economic malaise, overpopulation and environmental pollution be
overcome.

We are pleased that for the first time the Committee is holding a single
general debate on two inseparable issue8: disarmament and international
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~8curity. The vision of this appl'oach is profound, and subsequently the path

set before the Organization will be more clearly defined. 7ransparency in all

military matters and the nGed for openness in dealing with arms transfers are

the initial steps to be taken in conjunction with the institution of t@ugh

verification procedures. We are confident that, once universal compliance

with the United Nations Arms Register is achieved, irresponsiole ve~tical and

horizontal arms proliferation will be reduced.

Concurrently, specific defence-industry conversion programmes must be

developed at both State and international levels to enhance technological

cooperation for peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

Meanwhile, and until global disarmament is achieved, the threat of

nuclear war exists despite the fact that all regions and peoples of this

planet share a common future and destiny. We attach great significance to the

fnct that ours is a shared ecosystem and no country has a nuclear option

against another. It is incumbent upon us all to put an end to regional

conflicts so that we may divert our resources from armaments to economic

growth and development - the true path to international security.

I would be remiss if I concluded without touching upon Lebanon's concerns

that are of relevance to the Committee, specifically as it relates to the

establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free sone in the ~egion of the Middle East.

For its part, Lebanon has wholeheartedly supported this it~m since it was

introduced at the United Nations.

Before going into sp~cifics, I Yould like to emphasize that the te~

,
"nuclear-weapon-free zone" implies· the fulfilment of certain basic

objectives: first, all States possessing nuclear weapons must destroy them;

secondly, no State may acquire ~r proliferate nuclear weapons; and, thirdly,
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all States must take the genuine decision to establish tecb~olo9ical

cooperation for peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

To that end, we must verify the process of halting the arms race. In
particalar, in the case of turbulent regions such as the Middle Ea~t, it is to
the benefit of all States that a universal international verification system
be applied. Each country possessing nuclear weapons must offer an open and
honest appraisal of its capabilities through registration with the United

Nations and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Subsequently, it
must sign the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons with a view
to Duclear-arms limitation lDd reduction and the eventual phasing-out of all
weapons of mass destruction.

Thus far all States in the Mid~le East possessing nuclear weapons have .
submitted to registration w~th the United Nations and the IAEA, with one

exception. For decades one country has refused to admit possession of an

extensive nuclear-weapon~ arsenal. Mhile it has ~laced its nuclear energy
reactor at Nahal-Soreq under IAEA safequards, it has yet to admit the

existence of its reactor at Dimona.

Meanwhile, Israel's possession of the atomic bomb is no secret to the

any environmentalist would agree that the whole world would pay a dear price.

world. If at any time this weapon is used, each .and every person in our

region would suffer either from direct devastation or from fallout. Indeed.
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Since all States in the area have declared themselves in favour of the

creation of a nuclear-free zone, the questions to be asted now are how and

under what conditions this zone miqht be established. Adherence to the

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPl) by all States of the region would be a most

significant milestone. Pending such a measure, acceptance by Israel of lAEA

safeguards on the Dimona facilities would be an important move towards

establishing a nuclear-free zone and could be realized well in advance of that

country's adherence to the NPT. Otherwise all efforts towards establishing a

nuclear-weapon-free Middle East will be little more than an exercise in

futility.

With guarded optimism, I would like to mention an auspicious situation in
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the region: namely, the present peace initiative on the Middle East, which

was first launched in Madrid in October of 1991 and has subsequently evolved

along both bilateral and multilateral tracts. This ongoing peace conference

is potentially the dawn of a whole new era for the Middle East region and

offers possibilities and potential for confidence-building measures and

conflict resolution.

Accordin~ly, Lebanon has irrevocably committed itself to this peace

initiative and to the principles and parameters on which it is basedc

including the~~gent need to implement Security Council resolution

425 (1978). It is our understanding that the process will lead to full

respect for Lebanon's sovereignty and territorial integrity within its

internationally recognized borders. It is our greatest hope that the peace

process will ultimately 501ve the Arab-Israeli conflict in all of its aspects.

Of course, the establishment of a nuclear-weApon-free zone in the Middle

East region is implicit in che achievement of a just, durable and comprehensive
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Towards that end. the peace conference is a siqnificant point of

The meetipg rose at 12:45 p.m.
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The CHAIRMAN: I call on the Secretary of the Committee.

solution in the area, In this respect. I would like to thank the

Mr. K8ERADI (Secretary of the Committee): I would like to inform

Secretary-General for his vision in "An Agenda for Pe~ce" and for its

applicability to our particular reqionBl pr~blem~ as well as for his report

"Bstablishment of a nuclear..weapon-free zone in the reqion of the Middle East"

Bast must come as a result of sufficient confidence-buildinq amonq the

principal actors of the reqion.

(Alt7/387). where he stresses that a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle

departure. We ~rust that Lebanon and the rest of the Middle Bast will Soon be

part and parcel of the auspicious ~evelopments of our time.

the Committee that Cuba has joined the list of spons~rs of draft resolution

A/C.l/47/L.1. entitled "Convention on the Prohibitiolll of the Development.

Production. Stockpilinq and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their D~atruction".
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